


 Atmospheric Leakage

Collector

Auxiliary Sleeve 

Barrier/Buffer Fluid Chamber

Containment Device

Containment Seal Chamber Leakage Collector

Dynamic Secondary Seal

Engineered Seal

External Circulating Device

Fixed Bushing

Fixed Throttle Bushing

Pumped Fluid/Process Fluid

Seal Sleeve

Segmented Floating Bushing

Strainer

Adaptation of pressure limits: 20 bar(g) Category 1, 40 bar(g) Category 2/3

Detailed notes to “Engineered Seals”

Combination of “Seal Types” In Arrangement 2/3

Definition of vapor pressure margin

Overview table of internal gap dimensions

Selection Sic face material independent of category

Optional bellows material Alloy 718 for metal bellows seals Type B

Additional requirement for set screws for torque transmission

New details to selection and operation of pressurized double seal systems

Reduced minimum gap at the internal pumping device

Seal code revised

 Transmitters instead of switches

Alternative arrangement selection method on the basis of Risk & Hazard codes

New API Plans 03, 55, 65A, 65B, 66A, 66B, 99

Hydrostatic level detection for Plans 52, 53A

Temperature measurement of gas bubble for Plan 53B

28-day refilling interval for barrier pressure systems

Minimum pipe wall thicknesses of 2.5 mm for welded joints



Temperature limits for instrumentation

Qualification test details

The longer , more involved definitions have been moved from section 3 into the general body of the standard.

For example the definitions of Arrangements , Categories and Types have been moved into section 4 .

The type A and B seals are no longer defined as having rotating flexible elements and type C is not defined

as having a stationary flexible element.

Instead ,the design choice of having the flexible element rotate or remain stationary is independent and said

to be technically equivalent.

A change has been made to the specification for the throttle bushings

A fixed bushing now only for category 1 ( previously it was for categories 1 and 2).

Floating bushings are required for category 2 and 3

In addition segmented carbon bushings now an option for category 2 and category 3 seals





The essential improvements - in addition to all the technical supplements and updates are the clear structures

of the latest API regulation. The body of text was tightened and restructured, while technical details and

background information were placed in the Annexes

Clearances are based on the shaft diameter.

Minimum clearances

- Outside of rotating part to inside of chamber or gland

- Outside of seal part to inside of another seal part

- Outside of circulation device to inside of gland

- Outside of rotating part to inside of containment fixed bushing (containment seal configurations).

Maximum clearances

- Outside of sleeve to inside of floating bushing

- Outside of sleeve to inside of fixed bushing

An example of being less specific found in the requirement for positive retention of seal components under

reverse pressure conditions (either vacuum or internal vs. external pressure).t

The new addition now provides an alternative figures and list them as “example of such design”



Transmitters instead of switches.

The 4th Edition heralds a change to modern transmitters for the supply systems. They may be more

Qualification tests have existed since 1st Edition.

Details of qualification testing moved to Annex I and updated.

Assembly integrity test retained in section 10

- Recognized sub-section

- No change in details

If glands are made from bar stock they don’t necessarily need to be hydro-tested




